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An Industrial visit to “Wipro Ltd”,Electronic City, Bangalore-560100was organized by our 

very own college New Horizon College of Engineeringon Wednesday, 10th May 2019. 

Thirty Information Science students and Executive Director - Training & PlacementsProf. 

Gurucharan Singh,Head of placement Department Mr Anis Mishra,Head of IIC(Industry 

Institute Collaboration) Mr Ranjan Manish faculties along with HOD ISE Dr. R J 

Anandhivisited WiproLtd. to interact with the Software Industry to understand current market 

scenarios, latest mostdemanding technologies & criteria and eligibility for selection etc. In 

this visit students were very eagerly waiting forlistening to industrial higher authorities. 

 

At 9:30 in morning we reached the Wipro campus in Electronic city Bangalore, there we first 

went for security checking, they provided guest Id guard to each and every student and 

faculties too, the security system was very good, accurate and secure. After that security head 

person guided us to main building. 

 

When we reached the main building, we met Campus Manager-Engineering Mr Binoy K 

welcomed us to Wipro and guided us from there he showed few parts of the campus and then 

he took us to the coral hall, where all the students and faculties took their seats. He was very 

nice to everyone, first he made feel comfortable with his talk and charm and then gave us bit 

of exposure to what we are going to today at Wipro. After a while he invited everyone for tea 

and coffee. 



After a small freshen tea/coffee break we all again summoned in the coral hall again where 

Mr Binoy k told us what plans he has for this industrial visit, then he introduced us to 

Practice Head at Wipro Technologies Mr Mohan Kumar, from there Mr Mohan Kumar took 

the charge, first he told us about himself. Then he started his presentation at first, he talked 

about Wipro, what Wipro does in a simply manner, told us about Wipro getting into the 

Infrastructure Market. 

He started talking about few facts: - 

 the full form of Wipro is “Western India Product”. 

 First customer of Wipro was Lic. 

 Wipro has 1,64,659 

 35.6% employees are women…. etc 

The most import thing he told us about the spirit of Wipro those are: - 

 Be passionate about client's success 

 Treat each with respect 

 Be global and responsible 

 Unyielding integrity in everything we do 

Then he was telling us about the challenges in this digital era like cyber security, data 

security, privacy, ethics, furious pace of devices & confusions…. etc. he was telling us about 

evolution of the technology over the years. 

 

Mr Mohan then told us about the emerging technologies and they’re changing the industry 

and the world, the world is changing rapidly so he told its tome for us to adapt us according 

to it. 

 



 

Few technologies he talked about were: - 

 Cloud 

 IoT 

 Artificial Intelligence 

 Block chain 

 Automation 

 Cyber Security 

 Big Data 

And how Wipro and other companies are using this in their product and services. 

 

 

 

He winded up his presentation with a quiz session and he gave chocolates to all those 

students who answered the questions. Then he concluded his session with telling us to 

prepare for our placements. 

  

Suma S, Project Manager at Wipro Technologies talked about project management. She 

explained about projects and project management. Project management is broken into the 

following 5 phases: 

• Initiation 

• Planning 

• Execution 

• Monitoring and Control 



• Closing 

She then talked about how projects are managed, by defining objectives, creating a schedule, 

conduction regular reviews and audits, and finally giving the client the product based on the 

requirements. 

She mentioned how project management is done in Wipro Technologies and, how they are 

provided with the opportunity of integrating end-to-end visibility, predictability and control 

into project performance and progress to enhance the decision-making process. 

She mentioned about the topics that get discussed during the weekly reviews and monthly 

audits which help the managers get a better understanding of the progress. 

She then talked about program management and how project management is a part of it. She 

talked about how program management is the process of managing several projects together. 

 

 

 

At the end of the session, a question was raised about agile methodology. She briefly 

explained what agile methodology is and proceeded to explain the differences between the 

classic model – waterfall model and agile model. She also mentioned that agile methodology 

is preferred because it provides the customer satisfaction by letting the team finish the 

product at a rapid pace and as it lets them implement changes to them because, agile 

methodology is versatile. 

 

 

 



We took a group photograph with all the students, faculties and Wipro team. 

 

 

Then we went for the lunch in the campus only, the cafeteria was huge and with 

so many food stalls, shops. Company only arranged food for us after having a 

healthy and tasty meal we all headed back to the coral hall. 

Mr Binoy K welcomed us back to hall and then he took a quick quiz round and 

he gave books to those people who answered the question and then he showed 

few videos first video was about environment, life, working and a lot more in 

Wipro.  

Second video was of Mr AbidaliNeemuchwala where he was telling us about 

how the technology is changing and how he is running the business and 

handling the changes in technology. And at last he told his view about emerging 

technologies. 

Third video was of Mr K. R. Sanjiv, Senior Vice President and Chief 

Technology Officer of Wipro was talking about the Automation that automation 

is the lowest hanging fruit of Artificial Intelligence. He told how life is going to 

be easy with IoT, he also talked about the Block chain.   



Fourth video was of Rishad Premji, Chief Strategy Officer &Member of boardtalks to Bianca 

Ghose about the global business climate, globalisation 4.0, inclusive AI and the need to re-

imagine a better future. 

Fifth video was of Sunitha debnath, Senior Executive HR, Wipro talked about the women 

rights, women empowerment how the women of this generation are working, about their 

passion and about the new technologies. 

 

Mr Binoy motive to show all these videos was to tell us and let us know how people at 

different post(position in company) deals differently and how they work and what they work 

on, the videos was motivational and a lesson to learn that engineering is an oceans there is so 

much to learn. 

 

 

After all this security person gave us a tour of the campus and then dropped us to exit gate 

where our buses were waiting for us. After a very good day at Wipro were we learnt a lot 

where our expectation met the reality and a big bang happened and which enlightened us then 

we got onto the bus to start our new journey!   

 

Faculties: 

Prof. Gurucharan Singh, Executive Director - Training & Placements,NHCE  

Mr Anis Misra, Senior Placement Officer,NHCE 

MrRanjan Manish, Head of IIC(Industry Institute Collaboration),NHCE 

Dr. R.J.Anandhi, HODISE, NHCE 

Dr. Rajalakshmi, HOD CSE, NHCE 

Shwetha K S, Senior Assistant Professor ISE, NHCE 

Mounica B, Senior Assistant Professor ISE, NHCE 

PrakruthiS T, Assistant Professor ISE, NHCE 

Murlidharan, Assistant Professor CSE, NHCE 

Vijay Kumar, Assistant Professor CSE, NHCE 

Priti Badar, Senior Assistant Professor CSE, NHCE 

List of students 

1NH15IS001 Aaditya Chaudhary 

1NH15IS002 Aarthi Kannan 

1NH15IS003 Aditi Sinha 

1NH15IS004 Aishwarya.B 



1NH15IS005 Akshatha M V 

1NH15IS006 Alia Fatma 

1NH15IS007 Amulya P 

1NH15IS008 Anirudh Panchangam 

1NH15IS009 Antorika Chakraborty 

1NH15IS010 Anusha.H.A 

1NH15IS011 Arjun Bikram Thapa 

1NH15IS012 Arnab Podder 

1NH15IS013 Aruna.D.V 

1NH15IS014 Aruna.M 

1NH15IS015 Ashika Udupa 

1NH15IS016 B Leesha 

1NH15IS017 Balaji V 

1NH15IS018 Bharath.R 

1NH15IS019 Bhramini 

1NH15IS020 Bhushitha.S 

1NH15IS021 Bikash Prajapati 

1NH15IS022 Bikky Kumar Goit 

1NH15IS023 Bipin Simkhada 

1NH15IS024 Budhilvyas 

1NH15IS025 Chandana Ramesh 

1NH15IS026 
Chinta Reddy Manikanta 

Reddy 

1NH15IS027 Chittamuru Mohith Reddy 

1NH15IS028 Darshana Dechamma M D 

1NH15IS029 S Deeksha 

1NH15IS030 Deeksha S 
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